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For our readers
we wish 1976 to
be rhapsodic,
thriving, abundant
and eudaemonic.

As we begin another year of New
Mexico Architecture, it is appropri­
ate to remind our readers of the
contribution made to our financial
stability by the advertisers. It is their
support which makes possible the
production of the magazine.
To all of these fine people the
“staff” says a most sincere thank­you!

Beginning on page 10 is an arti­
cle by Anthony C. Antoniades, A.I.A,
A.I.P., Associate Professor of Archi­
tecture at the University of Texas
at Arlington. Professor Antoniades
taught architecture at the Univer­
sity of New Mexico before moving to
Texas. It was during those years in
our state that he developed a strong
interest in and knowledge of the
architectural heritage of New Mexi­
co. Three articles by Antoniades
have appeared previously in NMA—
November/December 1971, Septem­
ber/October 1973 and July/August
1974.

Space in New Mexico Architecture
as a Resource for an Energy Ethic
—By Anthony C. Antoniades, A.I.A., A.I.P.
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Classic, simple to install, fireproof, weatherproof, made of concrete, yet lighter than clay, stronger than clay at a fraction of the cost of clay.

Century Glazed Mission Tile

2700 Second St., S. W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102

The fully adaptable building material

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

The new sign and signal shop of the N. M. State Highway Department in Santa Fe is an all prestressed concrete structure. Prestressed-precast twin tees form the walls, roof and mezzanine floors, with window and door frames cast into the walls at the plant.

The building has 25,000 square ft. of floor, including the mezzanine floor.

ARCHITECT-ENGINEER - Earl Patwood A.I.A.
MECHANICAL ENGINEER - Wherritt Engineering
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER - Bybee Engineering

Prestressed Concrete Products, Inc.

1304 Menaul Blvd., N. E., Albuquerque, N. M. 87105 (505) 345-5671
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YOU SAVE WITH NEW

GLAZED BLOCK WALLS

CONSTRUCTION — Build and finish in one operation . . . walls go up faster — one trade, large units lay up fast . . . thru-wall load bearing units eliminate expense of back up wall, MAINTENANCE — No refurbishing ever. Permanent, sanitary, factory finish — cannot peel or blister . . . easy to clean and keep clean, ENERGY — Excellent U-factors with lightweight block and insulating granular fill, INSURANCE — Maximum security and protection at lowest cost, with fire-rated walls, GOVT REQUIREMENTS — Meet USDA and OSHA specifications for health, sanitation and safety.

FEATHERLITE BLOCK CO., Box 489, Lubbock, Tex. 79408, 806/763-8202
FEATHERLITE BUILDING PRODUCTS CO., Box 9977, El Paso, Tex. 79990
CREGO BLOCK COMPANY, INC., 6026 Second St. N.W., Albuquerque, N.M. 505/344-3475

YOU SAVE TIME / YOU SAVE MONEY
WITH THE ECONOMY OF BLOCK & THE PERFORMANCE OF GLAZE

UNISTRUT New Mexico
QUALITY PRODUCTS for
THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

Space Frames
Telespar Tubing
Metal Framing

4820 PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY, N.E.
P. O. BOX 3128 (505) 881-0264
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87110

Consultation Planning
Design Layout

Criteria, skill, artistry and experience are fused to produce laboratory furniture meeting the most exacting requirements of contemporary science educators and architects. Units immediately available and within the reach of any school or institutional budget.

Architects use our design consultation services for:
Science Labs / Offices / Artrooms / Dormitories / Libraries / Auditorium Seating / Home Economics Labs / Gymnasiums

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
ALLIED SUPPLY CO.
2122 Central, SE
Phone 243-1776
Albuquerque, N. M.
'75 WAS A GOOD YEAR FOR ZONOLITE ROOF DECKS

Representative projects of over 1,000,000 square feet of certified ZONOLITE roof decks placed in New Mexico in 1975 are:

SHERATON OLD TOWN INN
Wendell/Varda and Associates Ltd.—Architects
Beardrey & Stamm, Inc.—Contractors

EMBUDO TOWERS APARTMENTS
Chambers, Campbell, Isaacson & Chaplin—Architects
Bradbury & Stamm, Inc.—Contractors

ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Stevens, Mallory, Pearl & Campbell—Architects
George A. Rutherford, Inc.—Contractor

For economy, permanence, reliability, fireproofing and high insulating values, insist on a certified ZONOLITE roof deck.

Mountain States Insulation Co. approved applicator
Southwest Vermiculite Co. processing distributor
Expressions in Masonry

A biological research tower, a building for which there is no historical precedent, is given human scale and historic reference by brick. Concrete masonry units enclosing apartments provide protective firmness and the detail interest of hand-layered units.

International Masonry Institute
Suite 1001, 825 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
202-783-3908

Research Tower, College of Veterinary Medicine, State Colleges, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
Architect: Ulrich Franzen & Associates
William Street Apartments, Wesleyan University Middletown, Conn.
Architect: Ulrich Franzen & Associates
Photographs: David Franzen
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The current concern for energy conservation has generated the need for an "energy ethic" among architects. Stated in architectural terms, this "energy ethic" could be simply understood in new attitudes over "heat losses" and "heat gains," a new sophistication in the standards adopted for the environmental control of buildings, architectural form and materials used. All above may or may not enhance the conservation of energy. Of these broad factors, which are sufficiently covered in general as well as in specialized literature, the subfactors pertaining to architectural form are of generic importance, especially when one makes the assumption that "materials" and "technological sophistication" can be easily controlled by the discriminating designer. This logic brings us to the fundamental fact that it is the basic design of a work of architecture which reveals whether or not a building is an "ethical" statement regarding energy. The same logic also demands our attention to the ever present considerations for "space" creation which was and should always be the task of architects. Space should transcend the "shelter" requirements and be qualitative enough so as to stimulate efficient function, comfort, interaction and psychological appeal for the users. The component of the "space" achieving process considered abstractly are physical as well as human. The physical components of space are the three dimensions which finally determine the architectural mass as well as the sequence of solids and voids which control the quality of the interior through the established rhythm of lighting. The human component depends on the users of the space who through their "life styles" (and needs), cultural connotation or certain appreciation of "schemata" create feedback to the three dimensional entity set by the architect and give respective meaning into it. It appears, therefore, that architecture which sets conservation of energy as its task must seek to satisfy both, three dimensional as well as human requirements.

It is my premise that architects in re-questioning their "energy ethic" must go way beyond their current concerns, which are mostly technological and encyclopedic in nature (i.e., concern of various solar heating systems). Architects should get back into the basics of design as far as design principles go. They will have to get back to some of the preoccupations of early architectural education or early training, ask once again questions pertaining to the discipline of controlling the solids versus the voids, controlling the massing qualities of their works (dynamic vs. static massing), controlling the whole attitude towards the making of interior spaces and make them respond to energy conserving demands. Similar concerns have to be developed for large scale architecture; that is, urban design and urban planning. In the search for the new "space" and "energy ethic," I argue that the study of the "typology" and "principles" of the "spaces" and "places" to be found in the vernacular architecture of New Mexico will reveal to the student and to the architect suggestions which may prove beneficial for his vocabulary of a proper archi-

1. Cliff dwellings (caves) at Bandelier National Monument.

2. Tyconi Pueblo ruins at Bandelier National Monument.
Architectural expression indicative of attitudes for energy conservation.

Physical Component of "Space" in New Mexico Vernacular.

Vernacular architecture of New Mexico is a good case of an architecture for the study of energy conservation principles. Fire was the natural energy used by primitive man. The only suffering ecology was the neighboring forest and the recycled manure. Yet, man had to pay the price himself. He spent energy from within himself. His survival depended on the burning of resources of his own body and his own hard work. Toil and fatigue combined with the discomfort caused by the moisture and dampness of his early Troglytic pattern of living were the price paid to the high degree of the early (unconscious) natural energy conservation living. In this early era, New Mexico offered three types of habitation: The caves, the cave cliff dwellings, and subterannean or cliff Kivas.

The cliff dwellings were an advancement over the earliest cave dwelling in that they had their entrances protected by man-made walls or by structures that were blended into the cliff with the cliff itself and the occasional caves in it composing the back part of the building. These dwellings were achieved by means of earth extraction and by treating the added parts in "mass" articulating manner. The element of "mass" is fundamental. Its achievement was perhaps accidental from the energy conservation point of view. I suggest that structural reasons came first; the properties of masonry and earth as building materials required a "massive" approach, their use for energy conservation, energy storage, and environmental control was a secondary benefit. "Mass" therefore is the thing that must remain with the new designers if building within an energy ethic is to be achieved. The "massive" articulation of the cave or cliff dwelling permitted a tremendous ability for absorption and storage and slowed down the heat transmission that was applied to it during the day, while after sunset the radiation of that heat into the space helped to temper the chill of the evening.8

The Kivas were ceremonial spaces, mostly subterranean, achieved by means of extraction. Absolute control of natural lighting, ventilation through a delicate section and symmetry represented its basic physical characteristics.

In all instances the physical components that became distinctly evident are:
1. "massiveness" with a distinct articulation,
2. supremacy of solids over the voids,
3. proximity and high densities,
4. symmetry in the plans and section of ceremonial spaces due to collective attitudes of the human factor,
5. use of transitional spaces in combination with light temporary structures and light-diffusing textures for the treatment of the problem of glare.
5. Taos Pueblo. Rough log shelters provide shaded work areas. Small window openings prevent heat gain during the daytime and heat loss at night.


We may call “mass” and “massiveness” as the number one key to energy conservation in New Mexico. In later days the “mass” of the cliff edge or the mass of the man-made masonry wall was substituted by the “mass” of free-standing natural formations on which man attached his edifice. Figure 3 is a photograph of what I have called the “rural pavillion” on the way to Acoma. This small desert edifice represents perhaps a unique case of visual balance, a combination of natural and man-made, or pas-des-deux between the free-standing rock and architecture. Dwellings of the “rural pavillion” type were perhaps done primarily for purposes of construction economy (since the rock helped eliminate the cost of one wall), yet even if economy was the real case, it can still be argued that conservation of energy was a side effect; energy this time was the human energy that was saved by avoiding the building of the fourth wall. The early architectures of Portugal and Greece offer numerous examples of this free-standing type of rock-edifice composite.

The next type of “massiveness” is to be seen in the strictly man-made habitat of New Mexico. All the pueblos of the Indian civilizations demonstrate the qualitative advantages of the mass. Through proximity sharing of walls, use of masonry and earth, the early pueblos in Chaco Canyon, Bandelier, and Taos achieve energy economics, both natural as well as human. The natural energy resource conservation is still the same as that of the cave dwellings and of the subterranean Kiva. Additionally, the pueblos incorporate extensive use of wood burning and incorporate fireplaces and chimneys which return the heat to the interior environment after the heat source has been extinguished and during the chill of the night.

Mass articulation also helps the creation of pleasant working areas protected by the direct sun and freshened by prevailing breezes. These working areas are provided through the “human scaling” of the total mass of the pueblo and articulation of the total volume.

The “volume” of the energy conserving “mass” of the New Mexico architecture is broken down to well articulated parts, thus causing a “free” or “sculptural” composition of the total. The “sculptural” quality is due to the constant change of the shading situations that are generated by the moving sun and eventually animate the building. This dynamism (movement of shadows of the surface) creates pleasing spaces between the masses and, through the variety of the mass break down (in volume and in plan), offers choice in the selection of appropriate exterior areas for productive work during the heat of the day. A side effect of the mass scaling of the pueblos is that it breaks down glare which would be unbearable if the mass were all assigned in one “static” volume. Contemporary architecture has a lot to learn in this respect as well.
Solids Versus Voids

Directly associated with the concept of "massiveness" of New Mexico architecture is the concept of supremacy of solids versus voids. New Mexico pueblos demonstrate a discipline of small openings (voids). These small openings are appropriate for materials weak in tension such as stone and adobe. Further, they are important for heat loss and heat gain purposes and their smallness protects the interior from direct sun penetration during the bright days throughout the year. The small opening in combination with the massive walls protects the comfort level during the chill of night. Characteristic examples of the supremacy of solids over voids is to be seen in the "section" of the New Mexico churches. The opening in these structures becomes uniquely placed above the altar, letting direct sunbeams hit the cross during the Mass. On other occasions, especially in residential architecture, small voids are placed appropriately framing special views or catching prevailing breezes and directing them into the interior. The supremacy of solids over the voids has been well understood as a discipline in New Mexico design. This discipline is represented in most of the vernacular works in the state as well as in many contemporary works, residential or institutional, which have really distilled the lessons of traditions and have used traditional and regional principles in intuitive contemporary ways. There are, however, certain unfortunate cases of new buildings, especially commercial and office structures which deviated from this very logical design vocabulary.

Proximity and High Densities

The third element, which is at present of maximum importance in terms of energy conservation, is the element of "proximity." The cave dwellings and the pueblos represent cases of urban habitation of very high densities. These densities in the past were achieved for purposes of protection; the whole town was a fortification operated by its inhabitants, yet the centralization achieved through this proximity reduced tremendously the linkages of communication between the inhabitants, permitted a very easy process in the division of urban labor, and offered an everlasting performance of urban theater for whoever was living in it. Nowadays, we have lost proximity. Uncontrolled growth and sprawl have increased the lines of communication among human beings. We have introduced outrageously high mileage of pipelines, electricity networks, channels of transportation, all consuming the scarce resources of energy our planet possesses. Our entertainment is costly to get; the ceremonial of the societal living has been lost; our human energy (fatigue) as well as the energy in the resource sense is wasted in the seeking of pleasures which have been widely dispersed in a dispersed environment.

Sprawl lies at the heart of the energy crisis and sprawl is the broader issue that architects and planners ought to attack foremostly and primarily. Taos, Bandelier, Chaco Canyon ought to become primary examples in teaching the principles of what energy conserving urban design ought to be. But proximity and high density are directly related to people's attitudes towards living under these conditions. The "human factor" is an extremely important consideration here and it represents the key element in making possible this type of energy conserving design. Discussion of the "human factor" and "human components" of space is now in order.

Human Component of Space—Collective Attitudes and Symmetry.

More than any other consideration affecting design and therefore affecting conservation of energy is the "human factor" with its subcomponents "life style," "level of connotations," "appreciation of schemata". The "human factor" responds to the spaces determined by the architects and the spaces are accepted by the humans as long as they respond to human needs in the physical, activity and psychological sense. In communities with a homogenous "human factor" one witnesses homogeneity in architecture and urban design. This is true for traditional New Mexico as well as for a good many other cultures such as the Greek, the North African, Southern Italian, and others. In communities with a "complex human factor" (diversified life styles, cultural inequities, etc.), there is diversification and non-homogeneity in architecture. In extreme cases of non-homogeneity, such as in the case of the United States, one observes environmental extremes and one faces perhaps the issue of the impossibility of a sound energy conserving architecture if this non-homogeneity is not worked out first through the channels of education, gigantic government programs, and civilization incentives. New Mexico, which teaches the principles of a sound energy conserving architecture, also demonstrates a homogeneity of its early people's attitudes towards space, towards high densities, towards environmental images (i.e., love of the inhabitants for "adobe" construction).

The early inhabitant of New Mexico had collective preferences, collective symbols and "schemata," commonly accepted life styles. Of the human component, "life style," and perhaps even better, "the ceremonial of life," had a direct effect on architecture and urban form demonstrating respect for conservation and care for energy. Life style and collective preferences expressed architecturally created the high density and proximity of the pueblos as well as the distinctive geometry of equitability for the Kivas and ceremonial places. The form of certain individual functional areas (Kivas, rooms, hogans) were symmetrical (circles, semicircles, octagons, squares), while the form of the total urban unit was also following the rules of compact symmetry as much as it was permitted by the topography and the general environmental constraints. Symmetry and geometry of absolute shapes can be well justified in subterranean functions because the general environmental constraints (sun,
wind, view, rain, topography, etc.) are left outside, bearing no effect in shaping the building. Absolute symmetry would be undesirable for above the ground purposes which are exposed to environmental constraint. Different functions have different environmental requirements thus affecting differently the various parts of the building. Symmetry of subterranean functions, apart from the equipotentiality it offers for user participation, also offers equity in enjoying heating or ventilation and it is economic beyond description. "Symmetry" (circles, squares), therefore, should stay with us and, if nothing else, should at least represent one of our concerns in checking out our energy saving schemes. It is very possible that there is a very good chance for strong symmetrical spaces in a good number of the multifunctional buildings we design today, such as large hotels, shopping centers, community and university buildings, etc. If nothing else, a good, strong, well balanced geometric space will help us distribute the heat sources and the cooling devices appropriately and economically will offer absolute equity of comfort to the users of the interior. The interior, by the way, can develop ground arrangements and circulation patterns that are "free" of symmetry if diverse functional activities occur in it.

Glare.

Sun, brightness, and extremities between day and night temperatures represent the key environmental problems to be faced by the architecture in this state. Brightness causes the discomfort of "glare" which to a good extent is taken care of by mass articulation that has been discussed already; sun absorbing textures (beige color of stucco) and glare controlling transitional areas in the plan represent the other two major ways of glare control. Glare is not directly related to natural resource wastes. It is, however, related to human energy control and human comfort. The problem of glare is treated by considering the location of transitional areas in the plan. These areas, such as porticos (covered walkways around patios or entrance ways) permit a sequential and harmonic variation of light transition eliminating abruptness which is an essential for glare. Glare is also caused by direct contact of the sun with the grounds surrounding a building. Especially when the surrounding landscaping is "hard," glare may become a real handicap. Untreated building surroundings may produce environments non-conducive to outdoor living and outdoor working. Treating the problem of glare in the outdoors is the most energy conserving act man ever performs in the shaping of his environment. The New Mexico Indians of the Taos Pueblo use temporary shelters which they construct out of rough logs thus creating shaded areas on the ground which are cooler than the surroundings and can stimulate outdoor living and working during the summer time. The energy to create comfort has been absolutely taken care of by inexpensively created shadow in combination with the prevailing breeze, thus eliminating the need for massing air-conditioning for the enclosed work areas.

Conclusions.

It is perhaps not accidental that energy awareness is highly developed in New Mexico. A lot of personal experimentation and research has been taking place in the state for some time. In fact, some of the earliest works of modern architecture, sensitive to energy, were built in New Mexico. Yet, to my mind, it is absolutely doubtful that individual schemes of solar energy self-sufficiency (houses, domes, etc.) are the answers to the energy issue at large. Energy is in the heart of sprawl and the individual cases of solar heated dwellings are absolutely insensitive to sprawl. I believe that the total environment will benefit only if the scientific, empirical and experimental ingenuity give hands to a responsible and "space" oriented architecture. I do not advocate that we return to the troglodytic habituation of the cave, but I do suggest that we look at technologically less sophisticated civilizations and use their principles as the basis for our designs. This article is not intended to suggest that the observations and points made, and perhaps the lessons to be drawn through further and elaborate study of architecture, are going to be the universal answers to the energy problem everywhere. What the article claims is that the apparent consistent universality throughout the regional architecture of New Mexico produced in the past what has been understood here as energy efficient architecture and urban organization. In this sense it is argued that a certain formal and spatial universality will have to evolve in other regions with similar sets of environ-
mental constraints if energy is going to become an issue and really hit the heart of architecture. This universality will not exclude individual expression or the use of new materials; it will rather adhere to certain universal principles of design sensitive to the question of energy and will be sometimes as simple as "glass versus no glass" attitude. Such attitudes, scientifically justified through the sound scientific advice of the appropriate consultants, will produce the "ethical" or energy conserving work which will be not only responsible to the needs of the current users but it will also be responsible to future generations. And, as for New Mexico, it is rather clear that the formal vocabulary of "ethical" energy conserving architecture is that of massiveness, mass breakdown, superiority of solids over the voids, proximity and high density, abundant use of shading and heavy sun diffusing texturing.

—A. A.

Notes—Bibliography.

1. See C. Norberg-Schulz. Space is understood as "a two way process, a real interaction. 'Architectural space' is a concrete physical aspect of this process." Existence, Space and Architecture, Praeger/1971. p. 37.

2. For well covered theory of the physical component of space and related design concepts, such as scale, rhythm, proportions, etc., refer to articles "Interior Volume" and "Exterior Volume." Progressive Architecture, June, 1965. pp. 155 and 166. Also basic reference on the subject. S. Rasmussen, "Experiencing Architecture."


5. This refers to concern for information on specific energy saving devices, such as solar heating equipment, currently popularized even through popular magazines yet not genuine concern for fundamental design principles which might affect energy conservation. i.e. Popular Science, March/1975.


10. For detailed general information on the "people" of New Mexico (Indian, Spanish, and Anglo) refer to A. Paul Theil, "New Mexico, Dancing-ground of Sun," Historical Society of New Mexico and School of American Research, Santa Fe, 1954, p. 10.

11. "Level of Connotations," terminology originated by the "semiologists," refer to L. Straus, Piaget, etc.


13. Characteristic activities of this ceremonial are witnessed in the Indian dances and in the Mexican festivities (i.e., annual fiesta in Santa Fe, religious ceremonies, etc.).


15. A good part of the developments in this direction was reported by Jeffrey Cook, "The Varied and Early Solar Energy Applications of Northern New Mexico, A.I.A. Journal, August/1974, p. 37.


17. In my knowledge, the term "ethical" referring to energy responsible architecture was first mentioned by Texas Architect Frank Moreland in lecture pertaining to global issues of energy, U.T.A./Spring, 1975.
For Your Lawn Sprinkler Needs
NEUMARK CO., INC.
4121 Edith, N.E. • Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107
(505) 344-8088

ARCHITECTS!!
Let us help you, or your engineer, prepare plans and specifications on your next job.
We are a frequent advertiser in New Mexico Architecture and are here to serve you.
Call today for catalogs and design aids.

Weathermatic
Sprinkler Equipment

PLANS • SPECIFICATIONS • COST ESTIMATES

ALBUQUERQUE TESTING LABORATORY
Sub-soil Investigations
For Structural and Dam Foundations
Two Drills and Crews now available for Prompt Service
Laboratory Analysis and Evaluation of Construction Materials
All work done under the supervision of Registered Professional Engineers

532 Jefferson St. N.E. — P. O. Box 4101
Phone AL 5-8916 Albuquerque
Phone AL 5-1322 New Mexico

PLASTECO SKYLIGHTS
RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL & CUSTOM — SEE SWEET’S 7.8/PL
Now represented in New Mexico by
William W. Douglass, Inc.
Albuquerque, N. M. 87109
294-5326

Your business has to change with the times, so why have walls that won’t?

Steelcase Movable Walls
A wall that’s only a wall is an obstacle. But a Steelcase Movable Wall System can form an office today or a conference room tomorrow or two or three work-stations the day after. In other words, it gives you unlimited flexibility in planning your office interiors. And that’s a boon to any business.

New Mexico Office Furniture
6437 LINN AVE. N.E. • ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO • (505) 265-7841
"... WE SAVED A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF MONEY IN COST OF MATERIAL AND LABOR."

Arrow Construction Company's E.D. Gunaca, said even more...

"We wish to take this opportunity to thank you for the professional way you handled our needs relating to our initial order for TRUS JOIST used in the construction of the Continental National Bank."

"You may also be glad to know that by using your TRUS JOIST system we saved a considerable amount of money in cost of material and labor since our own carpenters, on the job, were able to install same with ease."

"Finally, I wish to express our surprise and satisfaction in the prompt and punctual delivery of your TRUS JOIST to our job site, which contributed greatly to our efforts in meeting a very difficult completion date."

"We look forward to doing more business with you and TRUS JOIST in the future."

There's just nothing more we'd like to say.

Project: Continental National Bank
El Paso, Texas
Architect: B. Rea Nesmith
Contractor: Arrow Construction Co.

Geo. B. McGill Co., Inc.
3530 - C Pan American N.E.
Albuquerque 87107
Phone 505/345-4501

McGill - Stephens, Inc.
4100 Rio Bravo St., Suite 320
El Paso, Texas 79902
Phone 915/544-4505

Congoleum
FINE FLOORS

The first major breakthrough in effective wine storage in 2000 years.

The Wine Vault

DON'T KILL YOUR WINE

If you're proud of your wine, don't subject it to this well-lit, steam-heated, air-conditioned civilization of ours. The Wine Vault is a completely self-contained room with walls, floor, ceiling and door lined with California redwood.

It stores your wine in total darkness at a constant temperature of 53-57 on individual redwood racks. It's pre-fabricated, fits together with patented locking devices, and it's easily put together or taken apart in half an hour.

If you're proud of your wine, invest in a wine cellar any connoisseur would be proud of.

The Wine Vault.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION CALL:

COOK'S BUILDING SPECIALTIES
125 DALE, S.E.
P. 0. BOX 2511, ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87125
PHONE 877-5540
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Bradley Vanity Tops... for decorator styling in the bath.

- Imperial simulated marble.
- More than three hundred different pattern, color and size combinations.
- Impact, burn and scratch resistant.
- Unaffected by most cosmetics sprays, medicines and bathroom chemicals.

BARNETT and COMPANY

Childers Architectural Panels
- mansard roof fascia panels
- soffit panels

The paints and coatings Southwestern professionals use.

Easy-on interior paints, climate-designed exterior paints, color coordinated wall-coverings, industrial-technical coatings, and a complete selection of professional supplies and accessories. Since 1936.

Hanley Manufacturing Co.

Albuquerque, N.M.: 1214 San Pedro N.E.
El Paso, Texas: 1531 Magoffin, 9054 Dyer, 7636 Gateway East, 5937 N. Mesa

Despite the energy crisis, Southern Union is still urging you to use natural gas appliances. Why?

For one very good reason: efficiency. Everyone seems to agree that the best solution to the energy crisis is to make the most efficient use of our existing fuels.

So, you should know that the most efficient source of household energy is natural gas. Natural gas can warm your home, heat the bath water, dry your clothes and cook the family's meals more efficiently than any other energy you can use.

That's because Southern Union can deliver natural gas direct to your home with minimal energy loss. For every 100 units of energy taken from the well, 96 are delivered to your home. That is double or triple the efficiency of converting it to another form of energy to be used for those same household purposes.

Fact is, the best way to conserve natural gas is to use it directly.

That's why Southern Union is still urging you to use natural gas appliances. Now, more than ever before, if you want the job done right...do it with gas.

If you want the job done right, do it with gas.

Geo. B. McGill Co., Inc. 3530 - C Pan American N.E.
Albuquerque 87107 Phone 905/345-4501

McGill - Stephens, Inc. 4100 Rio Bravo St., Suite 320
El Paso, Texas 79902 Phone 915/544-4505

SOUTHERN UNION GAS COMPANY
Dual Purpose ...

ACHEIVED WITH PRECAST CONCRETE

ARCHITECT-ENGINEER
Cottrell-Vaughan & Assoc.

PROJECT ARCHITECT
Robert L. Rocheleau, AIA

CONTRACTOR
John R. Lavis,
General Contractor

Precast concrete panels helped achieve both a pleasing architectural presence and a practical, multi-use athletic facility in the new Gymnasium addition to the Eisenhower Mid-School in Albuquerque. The 20' X 20' post tensioned panels, with a warm-tone cement finish, serve also as a handball backstop on the exterior. The 25,000 sq. ft. two story structure contains Gymnasium, Resource Center and Offices, Dance Performance area, Activity rooms and Shower and Locker facilities.